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Background: Initial observations with the human electroencephalogram (EEG) have interpreted slow
oscillations (SOs) of the EEG during deep sleep (N3) as reflecting widespread surface-negative traveling
waves that originate in frontal regions and propagate across the neocortex. However, mapping SOs with a
high-density array shows the simultaneous appearance of posterior positive voltage fields in the EEG at
the time of the frontal-negative fields, with the typical inversion point (apparent source) around the
temporal lobe.
Methods: Overnight 256-channel EEG recordings were gathered from 10 healthy young adults. Individual
head conductivity models were created using each participant's own structural MRI. Source localization
of SOs during N3 was then performed.
Results: Electrical source localization models confirmed that these large waves were created by focal
discharges within the ventral limbic cortex, including medial temporal and caudal orbitofrontal cortex.
Conclusions: Although the functional neurophysiology of deep sleep involves interactions between
limbic and neocortical networks, the large EEG deflections of deep sleep are not created by distributed
traveling waves in lateral neocortex but instead by relatively focal limbic discharges.
© 2021 Brain Electrophysiology Laboratory Company. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The functions of sleep are gradually being understood to include
specific neurophysiological mechanisms of memory consolidation
(Marshall et al., 2020). The replay of events from daytime learning
during sleep is associated with improved retention and integration
of memories with past experience [1]. These activities of replay and
consolidation appear to be mediated through specific neurophysi-
ological interactions between limbic, neocortical, and thalamic
networks [2,3]. Extending the findings from animal studies to hu-
man sleep has been advanced both by invasive intracranial re-
cordings in epileptic patients [4] and by non-invasive high-density
electroencephalographic (HD EEG) studies in healthy adult subjects
[5e7]. In the first human HD EEG studies of sleep, the slow oscil-
lations (SOs) of deep (N3) sleep were described as large negative
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waves over frontal regions that appeared to travel from frontal
neocortex toward posterior regions, as if following major pathways
of anatomical connectivity [5].

Invasive recordings in neocortex in several species have shown
that the slow oscillations (SOs) of deep sleep are associated with
abrupt “down states” of minimal neuronal activity that seem to be
important to memory consolidation [8,9]. For human HD EEG, the
observation of large negative waves over frontal regions would
imply that SOs reflect global inhibitory down states that travel
across the neocortex [5], an interpretation that is now widely cited
in the literature. However, initial efforts at electrical source locali-
zation of the cortical generators suggested the onset of SOs was
often in the region of insular cortex [6], rather than in frontal
neocortex. Furthermore, intracranial recordings in epileptic pa-
tients have shown that neocortical activity associated with human
SOs is typically not global, but rather local to specific regions of
cortex, with a preponderance of the SO down states restricted to
anterior cingulate and medial temporal limbic cortices [4]. These
observations are not consistent with the interpretation that human
ier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
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SOs involve global down states traveling over broad regions of
neocortex.

In recent years, improvements in individual head conductivity
modeling have allowed more accurate source localization with HD
EEG data. Although accurate estimates of head tissue conductivity
for each person's head tissue segmentation are important to
construct accurate lead fields, the main advantage of creating in-
dividual electromagnetic head models with each subject's MRI is
that the convolutions of the cortex are specified for that individual,
with the result that each patch of cortex (here ~ 1 cm2) has a known
surface orientation and therefore can be used to constrain the
dipolar source model for that patch to a specific orientation.
Cortical voltage fields are aligned with cortical columns and
therefore well modeled with equivalent dipoles perpendicular to
the surface. The lead field (forward model) for each individual
describes the projection of each dipole patch (delineated by a small
sphere in the center of the patch in Fig. 1 C) to all 256 electrodes
(Fig. 1 B). Specifying the orientation of the dipolar cortical source
candidates greatly reduces the ambiguity of the source localization
problem.

Nonetheless, the mapping from measured head surface voltages
to cortical current dipoles requires inverse mathematics, which are
ill-posed without unique solutions. An important advance in this
inverse estimation has beenmadewith Bayesian methods, including
the Multiple Sparse Priors (MSP) method [10] which we use here.
The physical constraint of thismethod is the requirement that source
activity at the prior locationsmust be relatively smooth in relation to
adjacent dipoles. A convention is to describe current outflow as a
positive dipolar source and current inflow as a dipolar sink. To
improve computational efficiency, the prior constraint of local
Fig. 1. Electromagnetic head model construction for EEG source analysis. A: segmentation of
matter, Red ¼white matter, Orange ¼ bone, Purple ¼ air, Yellow ¼ skin, Green ¼ cerebrospin
individual's cortical surface, with an equivalent dipole centered on each square cm of cortex s
that patch. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
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smoothness is implemented sparsely in the present analysis with
400 local priors distributed over the 2400 cortical dipole patches.
The MSP constraint shows good reconstruction of simulated sources,
with greater accuracy and focality than conventional methods
including LORETA and sLORETA. In initial validation studies, we
compared our implementation of theMSP algorithm against LORETA
and sLORETA.We found that all 3 of these algorithms yielded similar
source solutions. However, MSP provided amuchmore focal solution
compared to LORETA and sLORETAwhich provided more diffuse and
variable solutions [11].

The goal of the present study was to characterize the cortical
sources of the typical SOs of N3 sleep so that we could then target
them accurately with transcranial electrical stimulation (TES) in
future studies. We hypothesized that in all subjects the SOs of N3
sleep would be localized more often to limbic rather than neocor-
tical sources.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Experimental design and EEG acquisition

To characterize the neural generators of SO fields, we collected
256-channel HD EEG during Non-REM stage 3 (N3) sleep from ten
healthy young adults (average age ¼ 24; 6 males, 4 females) and
conducted both head surface voltage mapping and electrical source
localization. The research protocol was approved by the Institu-
tional Review Board at Oregon Research Institute (ORI), and all
subjects consented to participate in a study of brain waves during
sleep. In addition, all participants shown in the figures here con-
sented to having their faces included in this publication. Prior to
head tissues from T1 MRI, each assigned an appropriate conductivity value (Blue ¼ gray
al fluid). B: registration of EEG electrode positions with the head surface on MRI. C: This
urface, oriented normal to the surface to reflect the field pattern for electrical activity at
referred to the Web version of this article.)
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their sleep sessions, a T1-weighted structural MRI was acquired.
The T1 included the whole head and neck of each participant to
allow modeling of head tissue conductivity. During the sleep ses-
sion, participants slept in the laboratory typically for 7e8 h in the
interval from 10 pm to 7 am. EEG was recorded from 256 channels
with the Geodesic Sensor Net, Net Amps amplifiers, and Net Station
software (Electrical Geodesics, Inc., Philips Neuro, Eugene, OR USA).
Sampling was done at 250 Hz.

2.2. EEG processing and SO identification

DC offsets and high-frequency noise were removed using a
0.1 Hze40 Hz bandpass filter. To identify SOs of N3 sleep, sleep
stages for eachEEG recordingwere determinedwith a convolutional
neural network (CNN). The CNNwas trained on the same train, test,
and validation datasets as the one described in Ref. [12] and with a
similar training schedule. The main differences between the two
CNNs are the one used for this study required only three input
channels (Left EOG-M2, Right EOG-M1, and M1-M2) and looked
back on the 60 s of data preceding the 30-s epoch to be scored.

In this analysis, SOswere defined as large (>75 mV peak-to-peak)
slow (0.5e2 Hz) frontal-negative waves. For each subject, SOs
meeting these criteria were manually identified and marked at the
onset of the frontal-negative peak. To distinguish between SOs and
K-complexes of N2, SOswere onlymarked in epochs scored as N3 by
the CNN. In the EEG, SOs have temporal differences between
different channel locations, such that an SO recorded from one
channel may reach its peak a few milliseconds before the same SO
recorded from another channel. This gives SOs the appearance of
travelling across the scalp (when the scalp actually reflects only the
far field volume conduction). To observe differences in the source
localization of SOswith different scalp topographies,we categorized
each SO as either left frontal, central frontal, right frontal, left cen-
tral, central, right central, left temporal, right temporal, both tem-
poral (onset occurring at each hemisphere's lateral temporal
locations simultaneously), or occipital based on the scalp location of
the channel with the initial onset of the negative peak. The most
frequent categories included left or right frontal or central onsets,
with a few SOs with apparent temporal or occipital onsets. As some
topography categories were more common than others, wemarked
at least 30 SOs per category for each subject. If therewere fewer than
30 SOs in a given category throughout the recording, we marked as
manyaswerepresent. Once the SOpeaksweremarked, The EEGwas
segmented into 2-s windows, centered on each SO peak. The seg-
ments were manually evaluated for non-cephalic artifacts (pri-
marily gross movements during sleep, sweating, and channels with
poor contact) and artifactual segments were removed. The average
number of SOs for each topography category after removing arti-
factual SO segments, and each category'smean amplitude and range
(across subjects) are reported inTable 2. The SOs in each topography
category were then averaged, and the average was source localized.
SOs are large signal and require minimal (or no) average to have
sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for accurate source localization. The
main concern, however, is that all SOs included in an average have
similar field topography. As a cross-check on the typicality of the
average, individual SOs within a topography category were source
localized and visually compared to the average.

2.3. Electrical Head Model Construction, Source Analysis, and
Statistical Plan

Electrode positions were determined with the Geodesic Photo-
grammetry System and registered to the individual's MRI [13]. An
individual head conductivity model was created for each participant
with the Sourcerer software (BEL Company, Eugene, OR, USA). For
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each participant, the structural T1-weighted MRI was segmented
into 7 tissue types (scalp, skull, cerebrospinal fluid, gray matter,
whitematter, internal air, eyeballs) (Fig.1 A). The cortical surfacewas
extracted from the MRI with the marching cubes algorithm and
tessellated into 1200 surface patches per hemisphere, with each
patch modeled by an equivalent dipole oriented normal to the patch
mean surface orientation. Conductivity values were assigned to each
tissue type to create a finite element model describing the lead field
(conductivities between electrodes and dipoles for each cortical
patch). The conductivity values of each tissue were assigned ac-
cording to literature values: 0.35 S/m for WM [14], 0.01 S/m for the
skull [15], 0.33 S/m for the scalp [16], 1.79 S/m for CSF [17], 0.25 S/m
for GM [14] and 1.55 S/m for the eyeballs [18]. The completed elec-
tromagnetic head model is illustrated in Fig. 1 A.

Each subject's brain was registered to MNI space, and the
Brodmann area (BA) of each source was determined. Of the 54
Brodmann areas included in our analysis (Fig. 2 A), 28 areas were
labeled as limbic cortex and 26 as nonlimbic or lateral neocortex
(limbic areas are highlighted in the flat map in Fig. 2 C). Each
topographically different average SO was localized for each subject
with the Bayesian MSP algorithm and frequency counts for limbic
and nonlimbic neocortical BA categories were totaled. A repeated
measures analysis of variance was used to test the statistical sig-
nificance of differences in limbic versus nonlimbic neocortical lo-
calizations of all average SOs for each subject.

3. Results

3.1. Exploratory analysis of SOs

In our initial exploratory analysis, we examined head surface
voltage maps for several hundred SOs for ten healthy young adults
during deep sleep (Non-REM Stage 3 or N3). SOs are large (~75 mV)
frontal-negative deflections that are readily observed in the EEG
(Fig. 3 A). Although these events are classically described as sinu-
soidal oscillations at 0.5e2 Hz [19]), and they often occur in a series,
careful inspection shows that SOs are transients, with a discrete
frontal-negative discharge followed by a smaller (asymmetric and
thus non-sinusoidal) frontal-positive following wave (Fig. 3 A). We
mapped the SO voltage field at the peak of the frontal-negative
discharge with a reference-independent method [20]), specifically
the average reference computed over the 256 channels shown in
Fig. 1 B. This simple method of accurate (reference-independent)
voltage field mapping showed that the frontal-negative head sur-
face voltage field is balanced by a positive voltage field over the back
of the head. Fig. 3 B shows the voltage field of a single SOmarked in
the EEG chart (Fig. 3 A). By the first principles of volume-conducted
electrical fields [21,22], the neural source generating this field is not
defined by the frontal negativity, but by the dipolar inversion of the
negative and positive fields. In the SO in Fig. 3 the inversion creates
an isopotential line (zero voltage indicating the source of the dipolar
generator) over central and mid-temporal regions, with a field
pattern that suggests a generator deep in the hemisphere.

To contrast this typical SO voltage field topography with the
scalp patterns to be expected by a neocortical traveling wave, we
performed a simulation in which an individual's head conductivity
model was used to accurately map the surface fields of dipolar
sources placed in dorsolateral frontal cortex (Fig. 4 A, B, and C). The
forward projection (from cortex to scalp) of the dipolar source
describes what a surface field would look like if the source of an SO
were truly frontal. In Fig. 4 A, sources were placed slightly more
anteriorly, in Fig. 4 B they were midway, and Fig. 4 C they were
placed more posteriorly, to illustrate how a traveling cortical-
surface-negative wave would appear at the head surface. Note
that, as expected for a source in the superior neocortex, the voltage



Fig. 2. A: The legend identifies each BAwith a unique color. B: A parcellated flat map showing the boundaries of each Brodmann area. C: The BAs that were designated as limbic. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. A typical SO in N3 sleep of a healthy young adult. A: Chart view of 40 frontal channels of EEG showing the SO (marked with brown vertical line) as a surface-negative frontal
discharge. B: the head surface distribution of the EEG potential fields (average reference) plotted in relation to the electrode locations on an atlas head model (blue ¼ negative
voltage field; red ¼ positive field; white ¼ zero potential). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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inversion line (white) is also near the superior head surface. In
contrast, a SO actually recorded from this person (Fig. 4 D) shows a
similar frontal negativity, yet the whole head surface field (mapped
with a reference-independentmethod) shows the dipolar inversion
is at the middle (equator) of the head, with the matched positive
field distributed over the back of the head, consistent with a source
deep in the head (such as in limbic cortex). Guided by the principles
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of volume conduction illustrated in Fig. 4, the present study was
conducted to characterize the typical head surface voltage topog-
raphies of SOs in deep (N3) sleep, and to localize the neural sources
that could account for these topographies.

The CNN for scoring sleep stages in the present study achieved
similar accuracy as the one used in Ref. [12] when predicting the
human scoring of the test set, with F1 ¼ 71, acc ¼ 82 %, and



Fig. 4. Top: Simulations of dorsolateral frontal cortical dipolar sources with frontal-negative fields, with more anterior (A) and slightly more posterior (B and C) frontal cortex
locations, as might be seen with a superficial nonlimbic neocortical traveling wave. Note the inversion lines are close to the sources, consistent with the field patterns of superficial
cortical sources. Bottom: Actual 256-channel recording of a single (not averaged) slow oscillation (SO) of deep sleep for this person, showing the head surface voltage topography
(D). The source explaining this field pattern could not be superficial frontal cortex. E: The butterfly plot, with all channels overplotted, indicating the time of this field map (green
line) just before the peak of this large frontal-negative voltage deflection. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version
of this article.)

Table 1
Time (minutes) spent in each stage of sleep for the ten subjects.

Subject Total Time Wake N1 N2 N3 REM

1 506.0 52.5 10.5 200.5 128.0 114.5
2 482.0 25.5 62.0 206.0 97.0 91.5
3 489.5 30.5 159.5 42.0 80.0 177.5
4 515.5 95.0 17.0 255.0 63.0 85.5
5 529.0 44.0 48.5 174.0 155.0 107.5
6 496.5 71.5 23.5 128.0 129.5 144.0
7 524.0 91.0 49.0 176.5 114.0 93.5
8 542.0 267.5 22.5 79.5 81.5 91.0
9 488.5 54.0 30.0 163.0 155.5 86.0
10 498.5 17.5 20.0 205.0 116.0 140.0
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kappa ¼ 0.74. In Table 1 we report time spent in each stage of sleep
for each subject.

Table 2 shows the number of artifact-free SOs in each topog-
raphy category, the negative amplitude (negative deflection) for the
average for that category, and the values for the smallest and largest
SOs in that category. For frontal and central peak onset categories,
the individual SO localizations were consistent with the averages
upon inspection. However, the individual SOs had more noise and
were more variable in their localization; the SOs of temporal lobe
clusters (infrequently observed as shown in Table 2) were more
variable within the cluster, such that the representativeness of the
averages was also more variable in those small category clusters.

3.2. Source analysis of SOs from individual subjects

All SO averages for all subjects were analyzed and quantified
(section 3.3); the figures in the present section were generated
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using selected SO averages from a few subjects to illustrate typical
patterns observed in individuals, each based on the individual's
MRI to characterize both head tissue conductivity and cortical
surface geometry. Fig. 5 shows the head surface voltage measure-
ments and the source localization of a cluster of one subject's SOs
with initial EEG surface topography appearing in the central frontal
region of the head. The average-referenced EEG waveforms in the
chart view of 40 frontal channels (Fig. 5 i.) show the typical pattern
of a strong frontal-negative deflection followed by a smaller
frontal-positive wave. The head surface voltage map shows that the
frontal-negative peak of the SO is balanced by a corresponding
posterior-inferior positivity (ii.). Source localization of this person's
central-frontal onset SO average with the Bayesian Multiple Sparse
Priors (MSP) solution (iii, v, with cortical flat maps shown in vii)
shows the frontal negativity is explained by a right-lateralized
orbitofrontal cortical source (cortical surface current outflow,
here shown in red), together with smaller sinks in anterior medial
temporal sites (blue). An alternative source inversion (sLORETA) is
shown for the ventral brain surface (vii) and for the flat maps (viii).
As is typical in our experience, the Bayesian MSP solution is more
focal and more stable in the presence of noise than the sLORETA (or
LORETA) inverse solutions. A legend with Brodmann Areas for the
flat maps, and a delineation of limbic areas, are shown in Fig. 2.

The smaller following positive wave for this SO average is
shown in Fig. 6, with the time point for the head surface map and
cortical source localization marked by the brown vertical line in
both chart (i) and butterfly plots (iv). Consistent with the inver-
sion of the head surface voltage field from frontal-negative SO to
frontal-positive following wave, the right orbitofrontal source for
the SO inverts for the positive following wave to a cortical sink



Table 2
SO characteristics by topographical category. Means and standard deviations are computed across all subjects. For each topographical category we providemeans and standard
deviations for (1) the number of artifact-free individual SOs identified, (2) the most negative deflection of the averaged SO waveform, (3) the most negative deflection of the
smallest individual SO waveform, (4) the most negative deflection of the largest individual SO waveform. The most negative deflection of each SO waveformwas calculated by
taking the most negative value across all samples and channels in a 2-s window centered around the negative peak. This is different than the peak-to-peak difference between
the most negative and most positive amplitude values.

Topographical Category Number of
Artifact-free SOs

Negative Deflection of
Averaged SO (mV)

Negative Deflection of
Smallest SO (mV)

Negative Deflection of
Largest SO (mV)

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Left Frontal 10.15 3.67 �95.40 30.27 �77.23 18.94 �238.15 85.46
Central Frontal 8.23 3.35 �96.27 15.27 �80.66 33.06 �206.52 42.17
Right Frontal 9.00 3.87 �95.20 29.19 �84.46 30.08 �206.41 69.18
Left Central 10.00 4.12 �96.06 26.66 �76.92 31.29 �209.63 46.16
Central 11.31 4.55 �113.64 40.42 �79.80 25.02 �249.53 91.08
Right Central 9.23 3.17 �103.62 35.39 �86.56 38.25 �212.10 45.58
Left Temporal 1.69 3.57 �60.46 16.15 �74.66 8.74 �150.89 58.89
Right Temporal 0.69 1.97 �71.24 39.74 �77.97 18.94 �189.90 3.89
Both Temporal 1.00 2.52 �86.04 30.22 �98.75 24.48 �139.76 17.06
Occipital 0.62 1.50 �82.53 10.65 �65.59 8.51 �152.64 24.73

Fig. 5. Localizing a typical SO average with central frontal onset from a young adult at the frontal-negative peak. i. negative deflection of the large SO in 40 frontal EEG channels. ii.
Head surface voltage at the SO peak. iii. Dorsal view of cortical activations at this peak. iv. Butterfly plot of this subject's average central frontal SO with marker at the SO peak. v.
Ventral view of cortical activations with Bayesian multiple sparse priors (MSP). A focal current source (cortical current outflow) in right orbital cortex, along with a right basal
temporal pole sink. vi. Localizing the same time point with sLORETA inverse. vii. MSP solution showing orbital cortical sources (red) and medial anterior temporal sinks (current
inflow, blue) shown on the cortex flat map, for which the cortical surface is unfolded to a 2D surface. viii. flat map display for the sLORETA inverse solution. This layout is used for
other source localization figures. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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(blue spot in the ventral brain surface) in theMSP solution (Fig. 6 v
&vii). The anterior medial temporal sinks of the SO also invert in
the following wave, to cortical sources. This stereotyped electro-
physiological progression is typical for SOs we examined and
suggests the SO voltage field in the EEG slow wave of deep sleep is
296
generated by the limbic cortex site [23], which for this example is
primarily right caudal orbitofrontal. A more diffuse pattern of
results is seen for the sLORETA solution in the ventral brain image
(Fig. 6 vi) and flat maps (vii & viii). The spread of the sLORETA
solution appears to reflect the smaller signal-to-noise ratio of this



Fig. 6. Source localization for the positive following wave for the SO in Fig. 5. In both the MSP and sLORETA inverses, the positive following wave of the SO shows an inversion of
cortical current sources and sinks. i. positive deflection following the large SO in 40 frontal EEG channels. ii. Head surface voltage at the positive peak. iii. Dorsal view of cortical
activations at this peak. iv. Butterfly plot with marker at the following positive peak. v. Ventral view of cortical activations with Bayesian multiple sparse priors (MSP). vi. Localizing
the same time point with sLORETA inverse. vii. The flat map view of the MSP source localization viii. Flat map display for the sLORETA inverse solution.
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small following wave, compared to the strong signal of the
negative-going SO itself.

In order to provide convergent validation for the fit of the
focal source model for this subject's frontal-negative SO in Fig. 5,
we simulated a single current dipole in the right caudal orbital
cortex of this subject's electromagnetic head model, at the
approximate location of the primary source (red spot) in Fig. 5 v,
ignoring the smaller activations. The head surface (forward)
Fig. 7. A: The forward projection of the voltage field that would be created by a single sou
frontal-negative SO in Fig. 5. This head surface field generally matches the actual EEG voltag
the additional cortical activity in the actual data, including the temporal pole sinks seen in
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projection from this focal dipolar source is shown in Fig. 7 A. The
comparison of this simulation with the subject's actual voltage
field at this time point (Fig. 7 B) shows a reasonable recon-
struction of the head surface voltage field for this focal source
model of the frontal-negative SO. This field pattern, with an
inversion line over temporal and caudal orbitofrontal cortex, is
typical for the majority of the SOs we observed in this sample of
subjects.
rce in the right caudal orbital region, consistent with the primary localization of the
e field from this SO average (B). The differences in the head surface field are created by
Fig. 5.
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Figure 8 shows another SO average for this subject (the same
person as in Figs. 5e7), with the frontal-negative wave for this
topographic cluster (Fig. 8 A) showing a somewhat right-lateralized
onset. This field pattern is created by a left caudal orbital source
(red spot in the ventral brain view), which inverts to a sink for the
positive following wave (Fig. 8 B).

Figure 9 illustrates a typical frontal-negative SO average for
another subject, and Fig. 10 shows the frontal-positive following
wave for this SO. The frontal-negative head surface field (Fig. 9) was
somewhat superficial for this SO cluster. The MSP source analysis
indicated a source in the left anterior medial temporal area, a sink
in the left basal temporal pole, and a left anterior cingulate sink
(seen in the flat map, Fig. 9 vii.). Based on experience with forward
field modeling (for example, Figs. 4 and 7), the somewhat super-
ficial field inversion for this frontal-negative SO seems to have been
created by the left anterior cingulate sink (closer to the head surface
than the typical medial temporal and orbital sources). The frontal-
positive following wave of this average (Fig. 10) was not well syn-
chronized with the average SO as can be seen in the butterfly plot
(perhaps because of timing variability over epochs in the average)
and as a result was noisy. However, the MSP source analysis still
suggested an inversion of the left basal temporal sink (to a source).
This inversionwas not so clear in the sLORETA inverse, which again
seems to have been indeterminant in the presence of noise
compared to the MSP inverse.

Figure 11 shows an SO average from another subject, with the
typical frontal-negative (posterior-positive) surface topography
shown in A. This time the MSP results showed a source-sink
inversion in the right anterior medial temporal lobe, apparently
dividing the parahippocampal gyrus. Although the following
frontal-positive wave shown in Fig. 11 B is small, diffuse, and var-
iable, there are suggestions of inversions of the SO sources,
including for the right parahippocampal area and several basal
regions of the left hemisphere.
Fig. 8. A: A different SO for the subject shown in Figs. 5 and 6, with MSP inverse, with a some
frontal source. B: The following positive wave for this SO, showing an inversion of the SO
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3.3. Statistical summary of SO localizations to limbic and nonlimbic
cortex

We conducted a quantitative summary of all of the SO locali-
zations, with statistical contrasts between limbic and nonlimbic
Brodmann areas, for this sample of subjects. For each person's N3
SOs, a count of the primary localization of the SO average for each of
their topographic SO clusters were made for each Brodmann area,
and these localization counts were then summed over the 10 par-
ticipants. The statistical contrast was between SO counts in the
limbic versus neocortical Brodmann areas included in our analysis:
28 areas were counted as limbic cortex (Fig. 12A) and 26 were
counted as nonlimbic neocortical. On average, slow oscillations
(SOs) were localized to 20.1 limbic areas per subject (SD ¼ 8.17),
whereas sources in the nonlimbic neocortex (covering a substan-
tially larger cortical surface area) were observed in 9.6 Brodmann
areas per subject (SD ¼ 7.57). A paired-samples t-test revealed that
limbic sources were significantly more frequent than neocortical
sources (t (9) ¼ 3.922, p ¼ 0.003). Figure 12 B presents the histo-
gram of these total counts over Brodmann areas in the bottom set of
flat maps, showing the high frequency of ventral limbic (medial
temporal and orbitofrontal) localizations, and the lower frequency
of dorsal limbic generators (excepting the anterior cingulate cortex
on the left). Remarkably, these SO discharges were considerably
more frequent for left than right limbic regions. The only neocor-
tical area with frequent SOs was the left fusiform area.

4. Discussion

EEG source localization with ten young adults showed that the
large frontal-negative deflections of slow oscillations (SOs) in human
deep sleep are typicallyexplainednotbyaglobal neocortical traveling
wavebutby focal activity in limbic cortex. SOs, conventionallydefined
as greater than 75 mV, are the largest voltage fluctuations observed in
what right-lateralized frontal-negative wave described primarily by a left caudal orbital
negative phase to a caudal orbital frontal sink.



Fig. 9. Source localization for a frontal-negative SO for a different person (not from Figs. 5, 6 and 8) showing a left medial temporal cortical source and adjacent sinks in the MSP
solution (v. & vii.) and a similar (but more diffuse) localization with sLORETA (vi. & viii.).
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the EEG of healthy persons. The finding that SOs emanate primarily
from regions of limbic cortex implies that these limbic regions not
only generate the large voltage fields of the EEG, but that they also
contribute insomeway to theneurophysiologyof corticaldownstates
associated with memory consolidation. Given the importance of
limbiceneocortical interactions in sleep [2,3,8], further research on
the relation between limbic generation of SOs and the down states of
the neocortex may provide insight into the specific mechanisms of
memory consolidation.

The functional role of SOs in human N3 sleep in memory
consolidation has been suggested by several lines of evidence,
including the impaired N3 sleep in older persons with impaired
memory [24], and the improvement of declarative memory when
electrical stimulation is applied to induce and synchronize SOs
during sleep [25]. Practically, accurately characterizing the neural
sources of SOs may allowmore effective targeting with transcranial
electrical stimulation (TES) to improve deep sleep. Previous efforts
to enhance sleepwith SO synchronization [25,26] have targeted the
frontal lobes generally. However, the present results suggest that
electrical synchronization may be more effective if directed to
orbitofrontal and anterior medial temporal sites specifically. A
recent test of this proposal in our laboratory [12] confirmed that the
SOs of N3 sleep could be enhanced by targeting anterior ventral
limbic areas specifically, using half the current (0.5mAvs 1.0mA) of
previous studies.

The Bayesian Multiple Sparse Prior algorithm for inverse
source reconstruction is constrained by smoothness on the local
cortical surface [10], and thus suited to reconstruct focal sources.
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Nonetheless, a limbic source at a medial site deep in the cerebral
hemisphere was indicated for most SOs not only by more con-
ventional source reconstructions (LORETA, sLORETA), but also by
forward modeling from possible electrical source generators
(Figs. 4 and 7). Side-by-side contrasts of the Bayesian Multiple
Sparse Prior results with sLORETAwere also examined in Ref. [11].
Similarly, in the present results, sLORETA and LORETA showed
comparable localization of the SO cortical focus, but with a more
distributed (diffuse) pattern. The most frequent localizations of
SOs in the present study were to the anterior medial temporal
lobe and the orbital frontal lobe. These ventral limbic localizations
were more frequent on the left side, consistent with previous
findings of left lateralization of human SOs [27].

Because our cortical surface extraction methods followed the
cortical surface to the limbic boundary of the medial hemisphere,
the geometric characterization of the uncus and anterior para-
hippocampal gyrus was approximate in many cases. Better cortical
surface geometry, careful attention to exact electrode positions, and
likely greater density of EEG sampling will be required for more
precise localization of SOs to the specific entorhinal and piriform
cortices of this area.

Evenwith this somewhat rough localization, the present results
indicated that the large SOs of N3 sleep originate most frequently in
anterior medial temporal lobe, and secondarily in caudal orbito-
frontal lobe. A basic question is how this activity of limbic cortex
relates to the activity of nonlimbic neocortex (heteromodal and
unimodal association areas and primary sensorimotor areas).
Several lines of evidence show that the neocortex includes inherent



Fig. 10. Source localization for the frontal-positive following wave for the same person in Fig. 9. The inversion of the left medial source to a sink is clear in the MSP solution (left) but
not so clear in the sLORETA solution (vi. & viii.). Note that this following wave is complex and low amplitude, possibly explaining the less clear source localization results.

Fig. 11. Source model (MSP) for a frontal-negative SO average (A) with a dominant sink/source distribution in the right medial temporal area and an inversion of this pattern for the
frontal-positive following wave (B).
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Fig. 12. A: The BAs we designated as limbic. B: A histogram of counts of frontal-negative SO localizations during N3 sleep in each Brodmann area for the ten adults, showing that
most SOs are generated in ventral limbic (anterior medial temporal and caudal orbitofrontal) areas, particularly on the left side.
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mechanisms for generating slow oscillations, and that these
intrinsic neocortical circuits are important to the regulation and
propagation of local down states [28].

It is significant that the majority of the SOs of N3 sleep for these
subjects were generated not just by limbic cortex, but more spe-
cifically by ventral limbic cortex (paleocortex), including anterior
medial temporal (parahippocampal gyrus and temporal pole) and
caudal orbital cortex. The paleocortical base of the ventral division
of the hemisphere contrasts with the archicortical base of the
dorsal corticolimbic division that includes the hippocampus and
cingulate cortex [29e32]. Although we observed a number of SOs
partially explained by left anterior cingulate sources, the anterior
cingulate cortex is unique in the dorsal brain by having consider-
able ventral limbic connectivity through the subgenual caudal
orbital region [33,34].

Related to this ventral limbic preponderance of SO discharges,
recent optogenetic studies in mice have shown that the claustrum
regulates both SOs and the associated GABAergic inhibitory control
of neuronal activity in neocortical down states [35]. Although the
claustrum has widespread limbic and medial frontal projections
[36], several lines of evidence suggest it is preferentially connected
with the ventral limbic base of the hemisphere [37]. In the recent
Narikiyo findings, the claustrum projections in mice were partic-
ularly dense with ventral limbic areas including the insular and
orbital cortex (Fig. 2 of Narikiyo et al., [35]. In mice with a Pax-6
mutation that disrupts the embryonic differentiation of the claus-
trum, the ventral limbic division of the cortex is specifically dis-
rupted, whereas the dorsal limbic division develops normally [38].
If there is a ventral limbic (and therefore ventral neocortex) spec-
ificity of SO regulation of cortical inhibitory down states, there may
be important implications for understanding the unique mecha-
nisms of memory consolidation in deep N3 sleep.

In contrast, recent EEG source localization of slow and sawtooth
waves in REM sleep has suggested a dorsal limbic (cingulate) source
[39]. Contrasting the limbic networks engaged in REM with those
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engaged in N3 sleep may suggest that paleocortical and archi-
cortical regions of the limbic system consolidate their associated
networks of ventral and dorsal neocortex through their specific
connectivity, achieving unique forms of memory through the
markedly differing neurophysiologic mechanisms of deep sleep and
REM sleep, respectively.

Although further progress with HD EEG source localization can
be expected to clarify the specific interactions between limbic and
neocortical networks, an important near-term strategy will be to
combine HD EEG at the head surface with intracranial recordings
(icEEG), such as are conducted in evaluating epileptic patients.
Intracranial recordings in epileptic patients have revealed local
patterns of down and up states in cortex [4,40], with a prepon-
derance of limbic (medial temporal and anterior cingulate) sources
shown by Nir et al. that may parallel the present results. Although a
selective sampling of regional cortical activity is inherent to the
clinical placement of electrodes in intracranial recording of
epileptic patients, and intracranial recordings are limited to
resolving only local cortical activity, the whole head mapping of
field patterns of SOs with HD EEG can characterize the full patterns
of network function that are related to regional up and down states.
Combining HD EEG and icEEG could therefore provide novel
theoretical insight into the corticolimbic neurophysiology of
memory consolidation.
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